Vocabulary for IELTS: Worksheet

- There is nothing more annoying than sitting next to a ________person. (fidgety, happy, tall, diligent)
- I believe that ______ advertising is the best kind of advertising as you don’t even realize that you are watching an ad.
- I find telesales quite _____ since they call you and invade your privacy.
- I wouldn’t say he is lacking in _____ he is so full of himself. (happiness, ego, patience, kindness)
- The rain that contains a large amount of____ is called acid rain.
- This can cause a problem in the human ______ system as it may enter the lungs.
- Acid rain can _____ into the ground causing ____ pollution.
- There is nothing more annoying than ______ while working online.
- Give a synonym for Jeopardy
- Give an antonym for Parsimonious.